
Travels With Surly: An Epic Cycling Adventure
Across the United States
This article is about cycling across the USA. It provides information on the
route, the gear, and the challenges faced. The article also includes
beautiful photos of the scenery and the people the author met along the
way.

The route for this cycling adventure was from San Francisco, California to
Washington, D.C.. The total distance was approximately 3,500 miles, and
the author cycled an average of 70 miles per day. The route took the author
through a variety of landscapes, including mountains, deserts, and plains.

The author used a Surly Long Haul Trucker bicycle for this adventure. This
bicycle is known for its durability and reliability, and it was able to handle
the rough terrain that the author encountered. The author also used a
variety of other gear, including a tent, sleeping bag, and cooking stove.
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Cycling across the United States is a challenging endeavor. The author
faced a number of challenges along the way, including:

Hills: The route included a number of steep hills, which were difficult to
climb on a bicycle.

Heat: The author cycled through some very hot weather, which made it
difficult to stay hydrated and cool.

Wind: The author also cycled through some very windy weather, which
made it difficult to stay on course.

Rain: The author also cycled through some rainy weather, which made
it difficult to stay dry and warm.

Despite the challenges, the author also experienced a number of rewards
on this cycling adventure. These rewards included:

Beautiful scenery: The author cycled through some of the most
beautiful scenery in the United States.

Interesting people: The author met a variety of interesting people
along the way, including other cyclists, locals, and tourists.

A sense of accomplishment: The author was proud of the fact that
he was able to complete this challenging journey.

Cycling across the United States is an amazing experience. It is a
challenging but rewarding endeavor that allows you to see the country in a
whole new way. If you are thinking about embarking on a cycling
adventure, I encourage you to do so. Just be sure to be prepared for the
challenges that you will face along the way.
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The Ultimate Canadian Cookbook: A Culinary
Exploration of Iconic Dishes and Regional
Flavors
Journey into the heart of Canadian cuisine with "The Ultimate Canadian
Cookbook," an indispensable culinary guide that unveils the vibrant
flavors, diverse traditions, and...

Finding Nevo: Unraveling the Mysterious
Discography that Confused Everyone
A Fragmentary Puzzle In the labyrinthine world of music, there exists an
enigmatic figure known only as Nevo. Their...
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